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over the years he has spent countless hours carefully crafting the sounds of a real symphony orchestra using a variety of methods, including using real musicians, real instruments, and live concerts. the result is an unprecedented sampling library that captures the true emotion of an orchestra. he also recorded the sounds of miroslav philharmonik 2
using a real orchestra, a real conductor, and real musicians in a real concert hall with a real audience, and captured the all-important dynamic range. miroslav philharmonik 2 offers more than 30 instruments, divided into solo and ensemble categories and playing a variety of instruments. these are not samples of the instrument, but rather the sound of

the instrument. the sounds are recorded in real concert halls with the highest possible sound quality. this allows you to experience the full emotion of the instruments live. every orchestral and solo instrument has over 30 articulations, including staccato, sustained, pizzicato, chorus, crescendo and arpeggio, allowing you to create a whole symphony
orchestra from a small amount of sample material. the sounds were recorded using a variety of microphones to give you the best sound quality. when you first start miroslav philharmonik 2, it offers you a choice of 14 instrument styles that include a mix of acoustic and electric instruments. from your choice of instrument, you can select from four

sample styles, each with different articulation types. each sample style contains between 24 and 48 samples depending on the instrument type. these include a variety of articulations, such as down strokes, glisses and finger slides, to provide a wide range of realistic playing options.
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just like in all our virtual instruments, the articulations of miroslav philharmonik 2 are modeled after the original instruments, but you can change the way they sound. the articulation section of miroslav philharmonik 2 includes over 30 different articulation types, including authentic vibrato, string bending and crescendo/diminuendo effects. you can also
use the included presets to easily access and create any sound you like. miroslav philharmonik 2 comes with a powerful control section that enables you to adjust a variety of settings that allow you to create the sound you want. these settings include the pitch, volume, pan, timbre, filter resonance, pitch bend, damper and more. there are five sound-
shaping modes in miroslav philharmonik 2, each one designed for a specific purpose. the filters mode is perfect for tonal shaping and instrument detuning. the effect mode is for processing and effects, allowing you to use miroslav philharmonik 2 as a virtual amplifier or delay. the rack mode can act as a pitch and modulation rack or oscillator or both.
and, the sampler mode provides you with the flexibility to use miroslav philharmonik 2 as a sample library in sampletank 3 or in the daw of your choice. all of these modes are controlled by the six on-screen knobs and sliders. the on-screen display also shows you the current preset that youve chosen and allows you to edit the articulation and effects

sections directly on the screen. but, its not all about creating music with miroslav philharmonik 2. the drum rack mode also provides you with a way to quickly make your own drum parts without writing down drum beats. you can create a drum rack with a wide range of dynamic variations, including snare, ride, crash, accents, cowbell and other sounds.
the drum rack mode also includes two fantastic drum kits that are ideal for composing drum parts. the rhythmic kit contains over 100 drum hits and has been professionally recorded in a recording studio, while the orchestral kit contains over 60 percussion instrument samples. 5ec8ef588b
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